OF THE WEEK

Introducing our new game: Hero of the week.
Hero of the week is a game that highlights and supports the
development of social and civic values and rewards pupils for
positive behaviour related to these values. Each week, pupils
are expected to demonstrate an understanding of a life skill
which is being practised that week and apply it through their
own behaviour in class. Examples of positive behaviour will be
observed by the pupils and the teacher in class. At the end of
each week a child who has demonstrated notable positive
behaviour for the chosen life skill, will be selected by a class
vote to be the ‘Hero of the week’, and will be awarded with
the Hero of the week medal.
The game should be played regularly to reinforce positive
behaviour and can be used at the end of the week as a
round up activity.
Reward your students and develop life skills everyday with
‘Hero of the week’! Visit www.macmillanelt.es/pupils-corner/
for complete game instructions, supplementary worksheets
and additional material to share with parents.
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Introduction
The game is based on the six life-skills which represent the
principles behind our brand new Primary series Heroes. We hope
you and your pupils have fun while learning important values.

Aim
• To support social and civic values through the
development of life skills.
• To avoid bad behaviours by promoting values
such as companionship, respect, equality,
generosity ...
• To understand, observe and apply the types of
behaviour that contribute to the development
of life skills.

Objectives
•
•
•
•

Practise new vocabulary each week (English).
Develop conversation skills.
Highlight and support social values.
Reward pupils for positive behaviour
demonstrated during the week.
Let the game begin!
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Procedure:
Stage 1
1. Draw a circle on the board and write
the life skill you wish to focus on that
week inside the circle. Eg.

Knowing
yourself
and others

• Knowing yourself and others
• Living and working together
• Critical thinking
• Creative thinking
• Being organised
• Decision-making

2. Explain the vocabulary in the heading in L1 if necessary.
Then present some concrete examples of what the life skill can
mean in ways that that are meaningful to pupils. E.g. to know
yourself and others we have to listen to others, we should not
be afraid to ask for help if we need it or everyone is not the
same so we should learn to accept difference.
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Example based on the value of accepting differences

I like dogs. Who else likes dogs? (Give feedback.)
What about cats, who likes cats? (Give feedback
and write summary on the board.)
(Javier) likes dogs and (María) likes cats. Are
(Javier) and (María) the same or different?
(Accept response and give feedback)
Elicit more examples of differences using other criteria as
prompts e.g. Favourite colours, food or sports, subjects at
school, free-time activities, age, colour of eyes or hair, height
etc... and write a summary on the board. Then ask pupils, in
pairs, to choose ways in which they are different and role play
a dialogue about it. Walk around the room giving language
support when necessary. Finally, invite some confident pupils
to act out the role play to the rest of the class.
Eg.

A: My hair is long and your hair is short.
B: Yes, I have green eyes and you have brown eyes.
A: I like cheese and tomato pizza. What about you?
B: I don’t like pizza. I like spaghetti.
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Then explain (using L1 if necessary):
In this classroom, we are all different. We have different likes
and dislikes, thoughts and ideas. Is it possible to like the same
things all the time? Is it possible to be all the same?
No, that’s why it’s important to accept (and respect) difference.
So, is it OK to be different? (Yes, of course it is.)
Write 5 types of behaviour associated with the life skill and
values of the week onto pieces of card or alternatively, use
photographs or flashcards to illustrate the behaviour. Eg. a
photo of one child listening to another or a photo of children
doing different things. Then draw a line on the board.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Explain that 1 represents the least important and 10 the
most important. Ask pupils to decide where they think these
examples of behaviour should go on the line and put them in
a ranking order.
Ask the class to select 3 of the cards or photographs and stick
them on the side of the board with blu-tack. Explain that the
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children in the photos are Heroes because they are developing
positive values and behaviour as well as life skills and that is
what they are going to do to play the game.
Stage2
Teacher explains that in lessons throughout the week they will
be looking out for examples of this important life skill and any
related behaviour. When they notice this, they put a photo or
the name of the child doing it onto the chart.
Explain that other pupils can help.
When they see examples of the life skill
of the week being performed, they
should tell the teacher too.
At the end of the week (e.g. Fridays) class
focus can return to the chart. If possible,
review the names and instances of Life
Skills demonstrated to remind pupils of
what it means in real life.
Then the teacher invites pupils to vote for
the pupil of the week from the names listed
on the chart. The pupil with the most votes
will then be named ‘Hero of the week’
and will be awarded with the medal.
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A vibrant new Primary course which has real
world communication at its core. Engaging
characters and stories provide authentic contexts
for communication and an integrated life skills
syllabus fosters critical and creative thinking.
• Engaging real-world content and tasks,
tailored to the needs and maturity of your
pupils help them to progressively gain
communicative competence.
• An emphasis on the development of life skills,
presented in a child-friendly way which encourages pupils to
reflect and apply the skills to their own lives.
• An integrated approach to the four skills (Reading, Writing,
Listening, Speaking) ensures that pupils develop both receptive
and productive skills in parallel, as in real life.
• Throughout the course, thinking skills activities are used to
offer pupils a challenge and develop childrens’ ability to think
critically and creatively.
• Heroes has a wide range of extension materials which can
be found at the back of the Pupil’s Book and Workbook. This
provides teachers with the flexibility they need to adapt the
level according to their classroom needs.
• Innovative support materials, such as the Teacher’s
Communication Kit (levels 1 to 4), provide you with all the
teaching tools and extension material you need to achieve the
best results in your classes.

